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1. Processes defined at start point
based on tools - everything we need to
make public domain
parameters or any of such a nature - little
if any to claim in patent.

2. Branding Confidentiality Agreement
several steps back to go through to come at
side under live integration into single card
& Real player.

1st Patent pending live value
2nd. "Brand of E" - expliciting
Misspelling of "data smite"
establish a solid brand
original claims
how when where how process
created

3. Process entirely be employed in
public domain already

caespitum, encore
qui encore
1/20/00 Conference with Brian Miley re' Agoji's goals.
Copy will be forwarded to Brian today or
tomorrow. Suggest all future negotiations and
approach n only as strategic arms partner (i.e.,
Sony Pictures).
For Iviewit

Please

Needs display files of each applet.

Gayle Coleman
561-995-8849
Fax 561-241-7145
Email G Coleman@prokarma.com
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8:30
SCHEDULING OF THE FILIPECK MEETING

PROSKAUER ROSE LLP

Date: September 17, 1999
Total Pages (Including Cover)
From: Gloria, for Christopher C. Wheeler
Sender's Voice Number: 561.995.4702
To: Brian G. Uitley
Company
Message

The two closest hotels with our special Proskauer rates are:

Renaissance Hotel (1/2 block from Proskauer offices)
714 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10036
212.765.7676 212.261.5151 (Fax)
Ask for Proskauer Rate

DoubleTree Guest Suites
1508 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
212.719.1600 212.345.5237 (Fax)
Ask for Proskauer Rate

The following Proskauer conference room details have been completed:

Conference Room 2100 (also called the Goetz Room);
21st Floor of our building located at 1585 Broadway;
Large room that holds 20;
Reserved for 8 AM until 10 AM, Tuesday, September 21, 1999;
A receptionist is right outside the conference room and she can help answer any questions,
the receptionist arrives at 8:30 AM;
Coffee, tea and ice water will be set up in the conference room at 7:30 AM;
The glass doors to the Proskauer office on the 21st floor are locked until 8:30. After you exit the
elevator, use the phone by the ass doors to call security to let you in.

Confidentiality Note: This message is confidential and intended only for the use of the addressee(s) named above. It may contain legally privileged material. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this message, other than by such addressee(s), is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify us by telephone and return the original to us at the address above. We will reimburse you for the cost of the telephone call and postage. Thank you.
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HAND NOTES OF MR. WHEELER IN FILIPECK MEETING AT RESPONDENT'S OFFICE

Meeting at Perecaona in Ny

Pitz - Began with Filipeck -
Copy of non-disclosure agreement

Document 1
+ Document 2

5 + 6 are extensions

Stay - "my concern is issue" - key
comfortable with what I have read -
Bourke
May say needed to train + relearn

Brian calls Chris B. -
"imagery"

"in video cable - could not give
response + video quality"

Did not feel comfortable with Video -
couldn't explain how it worked -
Stone watches another question -
They asked - "Isn't your video data
quality of video + how it looks" -
didn't get into how it worked

That is important and needs to be covered -
Video - video - not recorded - what I had -
not filed - very important to complete.
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Wade,

I don't think I need to address—

No matter how much we invest in video, the news is not the same—we had it—

Voice level in debate is ridiculous—

Happy Sunday—

not as easy to explain how it works—

Video is more about to attack—

Own is not related to impression techniques—

It may be time to return to 1st step—

we do not do that with videos—

Video file is more opaque—

Right fine.

PROSK0110